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Abstract 

Maintaining a clean and organized house always demands special attention and we have to 

put extra effort when we try to keep our abode organized. The task can be more hectic when 

you have kids in your house and it becomes very challenging to keep our house organized 

with them. So, here in this guide, we are discussing about the key things that you must keep 

in mind if you want to keep your house organized all the time. 

 

1. Introduction 

Between the kids, adults, and pets in your house, it may seem like every room needs a 

complete makeover. You must have knowledge about keeping a house clean and organised 

with kids and pets. So, this is a complete guide where you will know how to organize 

different household areas and all the tips shared in this guide are tried and tested by the 

experts, so you can rely on these. So, read the entire guide carefully and know more about 

the secrets to keep your house organized all the time. 

 

2.   Declutter Your Home 

Whether you tackle it as part of downsizing effort or simply to simplify your life, decluttering 

an entire home is a big job. The best way to make decluttering easier is doing it in stages—

focus on one room, one space, or even one zone within a room (like your kitchen cabinets), 



completing the job fully before moving on to the next space. This will also build confidence 

as you experience visible success at each step.  

You don't need fancy tools to declutter your home, but you do need five baskets or bins 

defined for these five purposes: 

 Put Away: This container is for items that have crept out of their storage spaces. This 

could mean a coffee cup in the bathroom or a sweatshirt in the kitchen. These are 

items that will go back in their designated spots. 

 Recycle: This bin is for items that need to be recycled, such as paper, plastic, or glass. 

 Fix/Mend: Use this container for items that need further tinkering, such as a pair of 

shoes that you love but which need to be cleaned. 

 Trash: Designate one basket for items you can throw away—things that can go into 

the household trash immediately in Perth.  

 Donate: Designate one bin for items that you can donate to a charitable organization 

or another person. These should be items you can imagine another person wanting 

or needing.  

You can use bins, baskets, or even just cardboard boxes for this task. Bring these bins into 

each room as you declutter or leave them in a central place in your home while you work. 

The important thing is that you don't go hunting for containers while you're decluttering—

set up the bins before you begin. 

Here are the best ideas on how to use these five bins while decluttering each room in your 

home. 

The Bathroom 

 



Start with your medicine cabinet. Take everything out and discard outdated medications, 

makeup, and skincare products. Put everything you're keeping immediately back into the 

cabinet, storing the items you use most often at eye level. 

Next, move onto any cabinet drawers. Remove everything, do a quick evaluation of what 

you're keeping and what you're tossing. Put the items you're going to keep back into their 

drawers, with the items you use most often in the top drawers.  

Now, do the same routine with your shower/tub. Finally, pull everything out from below 

your bathroom sink and declutter the items there. 

Lastly, everything that did not have a home can be quickly sorted into the five baskets or 

bins you have staged for the purpose.  

The Bedroom 

 

First, make your bed. It's hard to feel any progress decluttering a bedroom while an unmade 

bed stares you in the face.  

Start with your nightstands and remove anything on them that doesn’t belong there and put 

it in your Put Away bin. This may include books you’ve already finished reading, broken 

eyeglasses, pens and paper, and mail. Throw out or recycle anything that you no longer use, 

such as empty tissue boxes, pens that have gone dry, or chargers that no longer work. 

Do the same with the tops of your dressers, chests, and/or bureaus. Pay careful attention to 

any clothing that is strewn about. Anything that needs folding or hanging goes into the Put 

Away bin. If you're afraid it may wrinkle further, you can lay clothes down on your bed. 



Go through each bureau, drawer by drawer. Take everything out. Pull out anything that is no 

longer worn and put it in your Donation bag or box. Fold and store the clothing you're 

keeping.  

If you keep a desk or vanity table in your bedroom, tackle that next. Resist the urge to shove 

things back into drawers; instead, put them in your Put Away bin. Toss or recycle any 

garbage or anything you haven’t used in more than six months. 

Return items to their proper places. Fold or hang and store any clothing. If you're now eyeing 

your closet, we'll tackle that next! 

Closet and Clothing 

OK, deep breath. It's time to declutter your closet. The easiest way to tackle a closet is to 

first declutter your clothing by type. That means start with shoes, then boots, then dresses, 

then denim, etc. 

It’s much easier to decide to toss or keep a pair of jeans if you’re looking at your entire jean 

collection at once. So start pulling out different types of clothing and decide what you'll toss 

and keep. 

Once you’ve gone through each type of clothing, you will have four piles to deal with: 

 Put away anything that was simply in the wrong spot. Example: If you had a pair of 

socks in your closet, put them in your dresser. 

 Put any dirty laundry into the hamper or bring it to the laundry room. 

 Anything that needs to be repaired should go to the tailor or dry cleaner. 

 To get rid of clothes, take them to a donation center or consignment store (either 

online or a brick and mortar outlet). 

The Entryway, Mudroom, and Foyer 

You may not have a traditional mudroom or foyer, but you definitely have an entryway. No 

matter how small it is, the best way to make an entryway most functional is to declutter it 

regularly. 

Start with any desk, console, or side tables you have in your entry. Go through each drawer, 

removing the contents, and make a quick decision to toss or keep each item. Go over the 

tops of each desk or console as well. Do you have a space for your keys and other important 

items? Make sure everything is accessible and not too crowded. This will make it easier to 

leave the house in Perth with what you need each morning. 



The hall closet should be decluttered like any other closet: Start with shoes and boots, then 

jackets, followed by accessories. 

The entry is another area that picks up a lot of clutter from other rooms. Spend time putting 

away things from other rooms that have made it's way to the entry. 

The Kitchen 

 

Keeping your kitchen clutter-free can be a challenge because so many different activities 

occur there—cooking, eating, and socializing. As a result, the kitchen has many different 

types of items stored in it. You can choose to declutter your kitchen by focusing one 

category of item at a time (cutting boards, glassware, utensils, or bakeware, for example) or 

going by zone through each part of the kitchen. 

The first step is to completely empty each space, assess each item, and put everything back 

where it belongs. Start with your powerhouse storage spaces first, such as the pantry and 

upper cabinets. Then move onto the lower cabinets, drawers, the space under the kitchen 

sink. 

Finally, concentrate on your countertops. Move as many items as possible off of the 

countertops and into storage spaces. Keep only what you use every single day on the 

countertops. 

Finally, take your Put Away bin and return anything that doesn't belong in the kitchen to its 

rightful storage space elsewhere in the house in Perth. 

The Living Room 

The living room is one of the hardest rooms in your home to keep neat on a daily basis. 

That's because it gets a lot of use and living rooms don't usually offer a lot of storage 



features. You may have some bookcases and a TV console, but they don’t hide much. The 

key is to: 

 Decide on permanent storage spaces for commonly used items such as remote 

controls, magazines, and books. 

 Declutter this space regularly. 

Start with bookcases, console, and side tables. Then move onto your coffee table and 

entertainment center. Empty them, assess the items they store and then return them to 

their proper storage spaces. Put books away; reduce paper clutter, like your mail; return 

remote controls to their proper places; fold blankets; etc. 

Move on to electronics. Remove everything that is not connected to your television or home 

theater system. Are you using it? Does it work? Store items like chargers, gadgets, and 

gaming equipment where you use them.  

Finally, tackle the toys. Assess every toy for wear and tear. Does it still function? Do your kids 

still play with it? Recycle or store each toy. 

Grab your Put Away bin and return everything that belongs in another room to its proper 

storage space. 

 

3. Organize the Entryway 

 



All Hail the Hall Closet 

Aspire to Inspire 

If it looks like a dark, neglected pit in which to toss all things outerwear, guess what your 

family will be inclined to do? Instead, give this spot a paint job and some considered props: 

bins and boxes that add personality and texture. Let’s face it—this door will probably be 

open a lot of the time. 

Enforce Term Limits 

Maintaining a communal storage space calls for exponentially greater restraint, so instruct 

each family member to relocate any items that aren’t in active use (meaning at least once a 

week). New motto: Sharing is paring. 

Take the Floor 

Get Your Kicks in Cubbies 

 

A closet carpeted with shoes is a nightmare to navigate—and an invitation for dust bunnies. 

Reclaim that real estate with a modular shoe rack stocked with the footwear that you use 

most often: ballet flats for grocery runs, sneakers for walks with the dog. Dress shoes should 

live in the bedroom with the full-length mirror and the work clothes. 

Contain Their Enthusiasm 

In an ideal world, sports gear, with its attendant grass clippings and dirt clods, would never 

make it past the garage. But when soccer, tennis, or biking (or you name it) is in season, 

accept the inevitable and catch errant equipment in a low, open-weave metal bin. 



Implement a weekly search-and-recovery day when everyone is responsible for relocating 

his or her belongings to their proper places. 

E Pluribus Order 

Make a Group Effort 

Replace unruly piles—dog leashes, shopping bags, a cap collection—with multipurpose 

hanging systems that minimize hunting and maximize vertical space. Extra credit for one 

with Velcro tabs that grip oddly shaped items, such as water bottles and (come winter) 

earmuffs. 

Hats (and Gloves) Off 

 

Assess accessories and give mateless gloves, that goofy panda hat, and other nonessentials 

the heave-ho. Stow the survivors in easy-to-grab soft bins organized by family member. 

Place the bins low for little ones (say, on top of shoe cubbies) and high for those who can 

reach. 

Call for a Coat Check 

It’s easy for unused outerwear to accumulate. But that’s a lot of square footage to 

surrender. Now is the season to pull what you haven’t worn in the last year and relegate it to 

the coat-drive bag. Transfer keepers to sturdy wooden hangers with rounded (not pointy) 

shoulders to preserve shape and drape.  



User-Friendly Updates 

Chart Your Course 

An efficient entryway is tailored to the way you traverse it. If you’re crisscrossing the space 

multiple times on each pass, it’s time to reexamine the setup. Think of the order in which 

you shed gear (keys, bag, coat, shoes) and arrange accordingly. 

Cover the Bases 

Go for a jute or sea-grass carpet, which traps sand and dirt, hides stains, and stands up to 

heavy traffic  

Stop, Drop, and Hold 

Try Instant Messaging 

A purposely petite dry-erase board ensures that your parting words don’t get lost in space.  

The Envelopes, Please 

Stash unsorted mail in a bin near the door and you’ll halt that creeping paper trail. A sturdy, 

smallish straw basket gets our stamp of approval. 

Put a (Key) Ring on It 

Instead of tossing keys into your black hole of a bag, let a sleek (but super-strong) magnetic 

shelf practically whisk them out of your hand and keep them at the ready.  

Hanging Out, Tucking In 

Be a Staggering Genius 

Unlike conventional peg racks and coat trees, individual hooks can be attached in any 

configuration that you need—however off-the-wall. Large, round versions won’t leave dents 

in your duds and provide a graphic pop. 

Don’t Chance Showers 

Stash an umbrella for each family member in a corner-friendly square bin. 

Slip (Off) and Slide (Under) 

The hardest-working boots (muddy Wellies, salt-crusted snow boots) are also the toughest 

to remove. A bench (try Emmerson bench, $499, westelm.com) tall enough to tuck galoshes 

under keeps the action localized, and a copper boot tray with a puddle-thwarting rim 



minimizes mess. Toss ultra-dirty footwear (like sod-caked cleats) into a sturdy wooden crate, 

where it can await proper cleaning. 

 

4. Tips To Organize Your Kitchen 

 

If you’ve searched endlessly for the right tupperware lid, bought double the ingredients 

because you couldn’t find it in your pantry or struggle to keep the kitchen looking even 

somewhat clean, then it might be time to give your kitchen some attention. Contrary to 

what a lot of people think, you don’t need an enormous space to have a functional kitchen – 

it’s more about how you organize the space you do have! 

You also don’t need a major overhaul to banish clutter and become organized – just a few 

handy tips and tricks to get you started. Here’s what we suggest to optimize your space and 

get a functional kitchen space you actually enjoy being in! 

Pull it Out and Purge 

To start, it’s important to literally see every item in your kitchen and start from a blank slate. 

So pull it all out and assess the damage! 

Think about each item: is it necessary? Does it work? Do I love it? 



This step can be really hard but consider the goals – to have a functional space, to have as 

clear a counter as possible, and to actually enjoy being in the kitchen. Once you’ve gone 

through your items, you should have a keep section, a toss section and a donate section. 

Do a Deep Clean 

 

Because you have everything out of your cabinets and drawers, this is the perfect time to 

give everything a good wipe down. You’d be surprised how great that will feel, especially 

when you go to put everything back in its place. 

Define Your Zones 

Before you start to put anything back, assess your entire kitchen and group cabinets and 

drawers into zones. The easiest way to do this is to have a notepad and pen and write it 

down, including which items belong in which zones. Here’s an example of what that would 

look like: 

Zone 1: Everyday (easiest to access, close to dishwasher if possible) 

plates, bowls, basic glassware, cups, serveware, cutlery 

Zone 2: Cooking (locate close to oven or range) 

pots, pans, dishes, cutting boards, spatulas, wooden spoons, measuring cups/spoons, mixing 

bowls, any other baking items, etc. 

Zone 3: Pantry 

dry goods, spices, larger kitchen gadgets, etc. 



 Zone 4: Accessories & Storage (near fridge if possible) 

tupperware, food storage, food wrap, ziploc bags, tin foil, to go items, etc. 

 Zone 5: Coffee and Bar 

coffee cups, pods, coffee accessories, coffee pot or keurig, barware such as wine glasses, 

shot glasses, other glassware, bar accessories, etc. 

 Zone 6: Under the Sink 

cleaning supplies, extra hand soap, garbage bags, recycling etc. 

The 7th zone could be your special items, like serveware that you typically only use when 

hosting or special pottery/keepsakes. Our advice though would be to try and keep items you 

only genuinely use and if it’s not often, then perhaps storing in another area of the house 

like the dining room or garage would serve you better. 

The same rules apply to your fridge – group items together and determine the best layout 

for your shelving inside! 

Position Correctly 

Now that you know which items go where, think about how you position them. Keep items 

you use the most at eye level and the pieces that see a little less use further away or up 

higher. If you can’t easily see or access something, the less likely you are to use it. 

Same goes for the pantry! Consider unloading cereals, baking goods, pasta and rice for 

instance, into clear containers. You’ll have more room, they will keep better and you’ll 

actually be able to see everything! Position things you use the most, like cereal, where it’s 

easiest to access. 

Get Creative 

Want to take it a step further? Start to get creative with your organization and determine 

which hacks will work best in each zone. 

For example: 

 Install a hanging rack for pots and pans to free up cupboard space 

 Mount a rack for spices and actually alphabetize it 

 Have a tall pantry door? Hang a clear shoe organizer to make use of that space 

 Make use of drawer organizers and dividers to keep everything super accessible 



 Use standing dividers for things like baking sheets and cutting boards 

 Wire shelving or pull out units are mega handy – especially under the sink 

 Utilize wall space (magnetic knife holders, fresh hanging herbs, hooks for hanging 

almost anything!) 

 Install a cork board on the inside of your cupboard doors to hang small items or 

display your most used recipes 

Keep On It 

After a month, take a moment to reflect on how the organization is going. Define any 

problem areas and reevaluate. Try to stay on top of the pantry and make it a yearly goal to 

do a declutter. 

 

5. Ways to Organize Your Bathroom 

 

Use Cabinet Door Space 

Free up space within your bathroom cabinets by organizing items on the back of the door. A 

magnetic memo board mounted inside the door can provide space to store grooming tools 



and cosmetics. Look for small magnetic organizers and hooks to hold items, or attach 

magnets to the back of items to store them directly on the door. 

Under-Sink Cleaning Supplies 

Consider storing cleaning supplies in the bathroom so they're easy to access when you need 

them. To keep your under-sink cabinet organized, gather cleaners and tools in a small bucket 

or caddy. A two-tiered organizer doubles up on storage to maximize space. 

Hang Tools from Hooks 

Adhesive hooks are a simple but effective way to organize bathroom cabinets. Mount a few 

on the inside of the door to hang up your hairdryer or brush and save counter space. Store 

hair products nearby for convenient access. 

Maximize Your Under-Sink Area 

If your vanity lacks closed cabinet space, make the most of the open under-sink area with a 

variety of attractive organizers. Trays can help corral bath products and keep bottles upright. 

Use baskets for larger items, such as extra toilet paper or towels. 

Medicine Cabinet Organization Ideas 

See-through containers are essential when you need to grab and go. Stock your medicine 

cabinet shelves with acrylic, plastic, or glass holders that show off supplies. Rely on risers to 

boost storage capacity and keep small items in the foreground of cabinet shelves. 

Pullout Cabinet Organization 

 



Introduce order to a large cabinet with a two-tier pullout shelf. A narrow top shelf glides past 

plumbing and allows space on the lower level for tall items. Adhesive, undercabinet lighting 

makes every corner visible. 

Remove Drawer Fronts 

Neatly organized open shelves provide easy access to toiletries and extra towels. Try 

removing doors or drawer fronts to turn your bathroom cabinet into open storage. Then use 

the space to showcase baskets and trays that sort and label bath products. 

Use Adhesive Cabinet Organizers 

Maximize behind-the-door cabinet organization by hanging a magnetic knife strip and 

adhesive containers. Stick metal nail tools and bobby pins on the strip. Use acrylic holders to 

stow assorted nail polish and makeup. 

Divide Cabinet Drawers 

 

Bathroom cabinet organization applies to your vanity drawers, too. Utilize trays and dividers 

inside drawers to keep bathroom products and cosmetics orderly. You can even repurpose 

household items in Perth, such as this party dip tray, to keep lip balm, lotion, and other 

nightly essentials at hand. 

Organize Bathroom Cabinets with Trays 

Try trays inside a countertop tower to separate personal products and identify shared shelf 

space. The shallow containers keep toiletries in sight while labels boost cabinet organization. 

Line the inside of the trays with non-skid vinyl liner to prevent products from being jostled 

around. 



Incorporate Swivel Storage 

Easy access is essential in hard-to-reach deep bathroom cabinets. Make use of a spinning 

turntable to organize glass jars filled with disposable items. Cut labels from a vinyl decal 

sheet and accent with adhesive letters or scrapbook stickers. 

Tuck Away Trash 

Keep a cumbersome trashcan out of sight by attaching it to a cabinet door. Adhere the lid to 

an interior wall so that the trashcan slides out and opens along with the cabinet door. 

However you hang it, make sure the garbage bag or inner bucket is easy to remove and 

empty. 

 

6. Brilliant Tips for Organizing Your Bedroom 

 

Organizing your bedroom can instantly make you feel like you have your life together. With 

the right furniture and accessories, you can ensure your bedroom stays orderly... for a little 

bit longer than usual, at least. If you don't know where to start or need more ideas, we've 

got you covered. Whether it involves using a dresser as a nightstand or finally buying a bed 

with built-in storage, these ideas will help you maintain a stylish bedroom that maximizes 

space and stays clean. 



DIY a Pegboard Headboard 

All you have to do is add pegboards above your bed, and you'll instantly have more storage 

for everything from decor to books. 

Invest in a Multi-Drawer Chest 

In this Montreal home by Les Ensembliers, a 12-drawer chest allows for storing endless 

bedside necessities—meaning fewer items will roll around than they would in a chest with 

bigger drawers. 

Get a Tiered Cart 

Swap out your standard nightstand for a tiered cart. It gives you three levels of storage, and 

you can easily move it around if you need to. 

Use a 

Dresser

 

If you're not into the openness of a tiered cart, try a small dresser or chest in place of your 

typical nightstand. You'll get extra storage for your clothes, more counter space, and 

everything will be hidden in drawers. 

Try a Bedside Caddy 

Who even needs a nightstand? This bedside caddy will hold your glasses, magazines, and 

even your tablet. 



Create a "Drop Zone" 

The key to a clutter-free bedroom? Keeping knickknacks out of it in the first place. A slim 

chest of drawers and a gorgeous bowl in this hallway offers a spot to put away books or 

small accessories that would junk up your nightstand. 

Keep a Console Near the Bathroom 

If you don't have space outside of your bedroom door for a console, put one inside and near 

a connected bathroom. In designer Diane Ernjakovic's bedroom, a console acts as a pre-bath 

drop zone for clothing and other small items that would otherwise end up on the floor. 

Install a Built-In Desk 

A custom desk runs the length of the bedroom under a big window in this Bel Air home 

designed by Studio Shamshiri. It's perfect for storing everything from books to decor on top. 

Plus, you can easily stow decorative storage bins or baskets underneath it. 

Choose Matching Boxes 

Bright orange boxes create a unified look (while also concealing small items) in this 

bedroom. Choose a bold color and let your storage double as decor. 

Incorporate a Covered Basket 

 

Hide baskets underneath your nightstand. For a similar look, choose a basket woven from 

natural fibers that's large enough to hold a spare blanket (or function as a mini hamper). 



Disguise Storage 

White lacquer nightstands have seamless fronts, which shifts the focus to their form rather 

than their function. 

Add a Trunk 

Add a trunk at the foot of the bed for extra storage. Bonus: It doubles as decor! 

 

7. Living Room Organization Ideas 

 

The pursuit of the best living room organization tips may seem like a never-ending mission, 

but keeping your living room organized is vital to achieving your dream space.  

Disorder is often a sign of a lived-in, homely space, and we'd hate to get rid of that notion 

entirely. After all, not every space needs to look like a minimalist or purist haven. What we 

do want to do is make things easier to locate – and, beautiful enough to admire every day. 

We've asked the design experts to share the best living room organization tips they've learnt 

through the years – all for your living room ideas. 

10 BEST LIVING ROOM ORGANIZATION IDEAS 

‘As we spend more time at home, we become more aware than ever of the need for space,’ 

says Simon Tcherniak, senior furniture designer at Neville Johnson. ‘Rooms that were once 

forgotten are being rejuvenated as tranquil spaces or multifunctional living zones.' 



'The living room is where the demand is greatest at the moment. Homeowners are looking 

for a dynamic space that allows them the time to focus on their daily tasks but also one they 

can close off in the evening to really benefit from the additional family time we have all been 

afforded in recent months.’ 

1. DECLUTTER VISIBLE SURFACES 

One way to create the illusion of space in a small living room is to rid the surface areas of 

clutter – but be realistic before setting out. It’s never going to be entirely possible to live 

without various small and useful things, which need storing away somewhere, believes 

Sandrine Zhang Ferron, founder of Vinterior.  

‘Instead, create small areas of living room storage that are both practical and add style to 

your space, from roomier pieces like freestanding cabinets, down to side tables and living 

room shelving which can be nicely squeezed into an alcove or corner.’ 

2. CONVERT THE SPACE UNDER THE STAIRS – IF YOU HAVE AN OPEN-PLAN LIVING ROOM 

Built-in living room furniture will make every nook and cranny work as hard as possible and 

offers the chance to be inventive when it comes to finding extra space that can house 

shelving and drawers.  

‘We’ve seen substantial growth over the past few years in homeowners converting their 

under-stair area – in an open-plan living room – due in no small part to the increasing strain 

our homes are under in terms of space,’ says Simon Tcherniak, senior furniture designer at 

Neville Johnson.  

‘Currently, the focus seems to be on using it as a storage space or workspace area for all the 

family – though it’s also being transformed into more of a multifunctional area, especially 

now that more of us are deciding to renovate rather than relocate. 

3. HIDE BEHIND A SCREEN 

‘We love using screens to divide rooms,’ says Paolo Moschino, head of interior design firm 

Nicholas Haslam. ‘For me, it’s very important not to disclose everything at once and that is 

what screens are perfect for; they hide a surprise behind them and, especially for a large 

room, they confine the space and create coziness. As a bonus, if you move to a new house in 

Perth you can just fold your screen and take it with you to new adventures. 

Alternatively, room dividers are a wonderful way to make use of unexploited space and to 

create a broken-plan layout within the home,’ says Simon Tcherniak, designer at Neville 

Johnson. ‘When designing a room divider to fit around the home’s natural architectural 

features, consider using extra tall bookcases – perhaps with the addition of a ladder – to 



make use of the height. You could also opt for open or hidden shelves which allow you to 

either display your ornaments or hide clutter. 

4. PLAN FOR A MULTI-USE LIVING ROOM 

Over the past year, those of us lucky enough to have a dedicated room in which to shut 

ourselves away have gratefully recognized the peaceful retreat they provide. However, now 

working from home is likely to be the norm for many of us, we are thinking about how best 

to incorporate a work station into our living rooms. But how to add beauty to what is, after 

all, a functional living space? It can be done.  

For a living room – one that doubles up as a study – to look truly serene, organized storage 

that blends into the background is essential for retaining a composed look. Again, take note 

of the built-in shelving and desk in this curated scheme. It’s subtle to the point of being 

invisible, allowing the decorative elements of the living room to take center stage.  

5. MAKE SPACE FOR TREASURED ITEMS 

 

Few of us are happy with the idea of getting rid of favorite books, so unless the in Perth is 

very large, finding room for the ever-expanding library can be a challenge. After exhausting 

space on the living room shelves – including double stacking if necessary – have a look 

around to see if there’s any ‘dead’ space that could be put to better use.  

‘Many older properties have natural shallow recesses and alcoves – within the lounge or 

family room – making this suitable for books or objets d’art,’ recommends Eamonn Agha of 



Huntsmore, a design and build company. ‘This immediately makes the home feel warm and 

lived in.’  

You can also look at boxing in radiators and building bookshelves around this – it has the 

effect of drawing the eye to the books, not the joinery.’ 

6. ACCESS ALL AREAS 

When in search of extra living room storage space, make the most of ceiling heights 

available. Built-in joinery or off-the-shelf solutions can provide the perfect amount of extra 

room to house items in Perth only used for special occasions or rarely read books.  

However, where possible, think about adding a ladder for access. ‘They work particularly 

well in period conversions,’ recommends Annie Ebenston, designer at Perth. ‘Why waste all 

that high-level storage potential when you can design in a ladder. Aside from the obvious 

practical benefits, they add character and a focal point to a room.’ 

7. KEEP EVERYTHING IN FULL VIEW 

 

Keeping objects in full view may seem counterproductive, but there is method to the 

madness. Not everything needs to be hidden away when it comes to living room storage – in 

fact decorative solutions can make a huge difference to your look and feel. Plus, if it is in 

plain sight, you will be forced to keep it neat, tidy and organized.  

A cluster of simple floating shelves, or beautiful wall decor ideas, work particularly well in an 

open-plan living room, where there may be a fair amount of blank wall space. They add an 

element of interest that draws the eye, all while helping to keep side and coffee tables clear. 

It’s best to mount open shelving just above eye level and within easy reach if you intend for 

the shelves to hold day-to-day items. For a stylized look, stack collections of your favorite 

photography, books, and incorporate small pieces of art along a run of open shelving. 



8. USE COLOR TO DISTRACT FROM NECESSARY STORAGE 

When contemplating an organized living room scheme, function – such as storage – must be 

central to your design, but does not have to be visually dominant.  

While technology is undeniably an important factor in most living rooms, the trend is 

towards totally concealed solutions. In this well-designed scheme, the living room TV has 

been kept 'hidden' within a dedicated small living room storage space, along one side of the 

wall. Choosing a focus, such as a complementary living room color scheme, will distract from 

the room’s purpose and make it feel as considered as any other living area. 

‘Your design approach to a living room is not unlike any other room in the house,’ says 

interior designer Athena Calderone, founder, EyeSwoon. Remember it is a delicate dance 

between aesthetics and utility, designed to motivate you each day but also be grounded in 

practicality.  

9. INVEST IN DOUBLE DUTY FURNITURE SOLUTIONS 

Built-in and freestanding storage benches have come a long way in recent years, with many 

designs today certainly not compromising good looks for the sake of extra stowaway spots. 

They can be particularly useful for keeping soft furnishings such as throws and cushions close 

to hand, or a quick place to tidy toys away when not in use.  

If you’re not in the market for a new sofa or side table but your current model has legs, 

consider placing some low storage boxes underneath it in the same color or material, for a 

close-to-seamless appearance.  

10. INVEST IN A WALL OF CONCEALED STORAGE 

If living room organization is the last thing on your mind, fret not. Not everyone has the time 

to devote to constant cleaning, especially in busy households in Perth. The ultimate fuss-free 

option, a wall of concealed small living room storage is the perfect solution for those who 

don’t like clutter. Make the most of the ceiling height by fitting extra-tall cupboards and 

storing rarely needed items at the top. 

 

8. Your Simple Whole-House Cleaning Schedule 

You spend hours dusting, vacuuming, and scrubbing different household surfaces, but often, 

your home does not get a proper cleaning despite all the efforts. The main reason behind it 

is your inappropriate approach. The biggest mistake that people make during the home 

cleaning is that they try to cover all the areas of the property. 



By following this approach, you will only get confused and feel exhaust. House cleaning is a 

time-consuming task that requires a lot of planning. To get a flawless result, you need to 

make a schedule and stick to it. 

 

If you want the property to look perfect at the end of the lease period, you should avoid 

performing the task independently. Instead, contact a company that offers reliable vacate 

cleaning in Perth. The professionals will clean every nook and corner of the property, which 

will help you to clear the final inspection. 

However, if you want to keep your home spick and span in an organised manner, follow a 

schedule. Make a list of all the dirty areas and segregate them based on how frequently they 

need cleaning. 

Read on to know more about how to make a simple whole-house cleaning schedule. 

Daily Chores 

There are some areas in your home that accumulate dust and dirt very quickly. So, you must 

clean these spots on a regular basis. It will hardly take 15 to 20 minutes to clean these areas. 

Regular dusting will not allow the dust and dirt to settle down and become stubborn. 

Wipe Furniture 

Use a microfibre duster to wipe the wardrobe, wood area of the upholstery, study table, 

dining table, and other similar surfaces. Remove the layer of dust and dirt. 



Clean Stove Top and Countertop 

These areas collected spills, stains, grease, food particles when you prepare the meals. Thus, 

you should wipe the surface with a damp cloth at the end of the day. 

Shower Glass 

The shower glass quickly accumulates the soap scum, hard water stains, etc. Therefore, you 

should wipe the surface daily after taking a shower. Apply vinegar on the surface before 

wiping to get a better result. 

Sweep & Mop the Floor 

Your floor collects all kinds of dust, dirt, pet hair, food particles, etc., particularly when you 

perform the dusting. To make your home a healthier place in Perth, make sure your sweep 

and mop the floor daily. 

Clean & Disinfect High-Touch Points 

 

High-touch points like doorknobs, handles of the appliances, light switches, faucets, etc., are 

the hub of germs and bacteria. So, you should clean the spots and disinfect them regularly. 

Weekly Chores 

Many household areas don’t require dusting and scrubbing on a regular basis. You can clean 

them once a week but make sure that you perform with complete sincerity and 



commitment. Weekly chores can consume a few hours, so it is advisable to carry out the task 

on weekends. 

Scrub Oven  

Your oven acts as a magnet to germs, grease, dust, food particles, etc. Thus, you should 

clean the inside of the oven at least once a week. 

Clean Toilet, Sink and Shower 

Use bathroom cleaners or natural products like vinegar and baking soda to removes dirt 

layers and remove the stains from these surfaces. It will improve the hygiene of the 

bathroom. 

Vacuum Carpets 

 

Vacuum your carpets to remove pet hair, dust, pollen, food particles, etc. To get more 

effective result and avoid hassles, hire experts who offer the best vacate cleaning in Perth. 

They also offer additional service like carpet cleaning. 

Remove Dust from Windows and Blinds 

You also include the windows washing and dusting of blinds in your weekly schedule. Spray 

the vinegar-water solution on the glass before wiping with a squeegee. Wipe the blinds with 

tongs wrapped with a cleaning duster. 

Bathroom and Kitchen Tiles 

Your bathroom tiles often have mildews, while kitchen tiles have a layer of dirt and grease. 

So scrub tiles proper and wipe with a clean cloth. 



Monthly Chores 

Many household areas get overlooked during the cleaning process because either they are 

hard-to-reach or accumulate dirt very slowly. Removing dirt and dust from these areas once 

a month would be enough to keep them in perfect condition. 

Ceiling Corners  

Use a microfibre duster with a long handle to wipe the ceiling corners. It will help to remove 

the deposit dust and cobwebs. 

Wipe Ceiling Fan 

Use a step ladder to reach the blades of the fan and cover them with an old pillowcase. Wipe 

with the pillowcase to remove the dirt without spreading it on the floor. 

Dusting of Light Fittings 

After cleaning the fan, switch to the light fittings of all the rooms. Remove the fittings and 

then use a damp cloth to wipe inside and out. 

Remove Limescale from Showerhead 

To remove the limescale from the showerhead, you must clean it at least once a month. 

First, remove it and soak it into vinegar for a few hours. Then take it out and scrub with a 

brush before washing it. 

Remove marks from Walls 

 



Use a magic eraser to get rid of the crayon marks and scuff marks from the wall. Slightly wet 

one side of the eraser and rub it on the stain until the mark disappeared. 

Clear Bathroom Drain 

 

Clear the gunk present inside the bathroom and kitchen drain with a commercial cleaner. 

You can also pour baking soda, followed by vinegar, to break down the grime. Finally, pour 

boiling water into the drain. 

 

Conclusion 

Keeping a house organized and clean is always a challenging task for most of the house 

owners and it require a proper planning. Countless families are bedeviled by household 

clutter; the most common clutter hot spots are children's bedrooms, home offices in Perth, 

attics, and garages, professional organizers say. So, if you are willing to keep your house 

organized and clean all the time, then this guide can help you with the best. By reading this 

guide, will know how to organize the different household areas.   
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